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We propose a semantic account of a typological asymmetry in pronominal systems: gender is commonly marked 
only in third person (3π), often only in 3πSG. Confirming the asymmetry by a survey of pronoun systems in 112 
languages, we argue, building on past work, that participant π-features derive an e-type individual, while 3π φ-
features derive an et predicate. The asymmetry arises because gender features can appear in two positions: on n, 
in which case gender distinctions are possible in all persons, or on D, in which case gender is limited to 3π. We 
argue that our account is preferable to three other possibilities: a feature-geometric approach, an Impoverishment 
approach, and an approach in which all and only 3π pronouns are DPs, with D hosting the gender feature. 

We propose that the semantics of gender restricts a domain of reference to members of a gender class and 
thus composes only with predicates. If gender occurs on n, before person features compose, gender can co-occur 
with all persons. If pronominal gender originates above person, by contrast, it can compose only with non-
participant bundles, because only non-participants are type et.  

In our survey, languages with gender only in SG are a near subset of languages with gender only in 3π (a 
single language, Hausa, does not fit this generalization). More tentatively, we suggest that the association of gender 
with SG, especially 3πSG, may reflect different structural positions for number, together with a preference for 
composing gender before number.  

The position of formal features thus varies, both across and within languages. This paper adds to the 
growing evidence that even when a feature’s function is cross-linguistically stable, its structural position need not 
be; variation in the position of specific features may explain typological patterns in the morphology and semantics 
of inflectional contrasts. 
 


